





















































































































































































































































































Consideration on many problems in accordance
with use change of a building
―Example of use change in a nursery school from elementary school－
Masaki Kishi
ABSTRUCT
  In this paper, a problem is extracted through the examples of changing a use for the 
Tokyo Katsushika ward elementary school into a nursery school, and reproduction 
method is considered.
 In case of conversion, the structure of the existing building is fitted to New earthquake-
proof standard. Since they receive a regulation system as a use of a nursery, we have to 
fit them to the Child Welfare Law, Building Standard Law, Fire Service Law, and the 
town planning regulations of welfare. The solution method of many problems actualized 
through an example becomes the checkpoint on a plan. In physical restrictions of the 
existing building, in order for us to make the plan idea as a nursery realize, it becomes an 
important point for the device of floor planning, to change of the meaning of space, to 
overlap the use of the room.  
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